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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR AN IP-BASED 
NEXT GENERATION 9-1-1 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM  

 
FOR 

 
Counties of Southern Illinois NG9-1-1Association 

 
 

To be submitted by September 21, 2010 to: 
 

Ken Smith - Chairman  
300 N. Park Ave. 

Herrin, Illinois 62948 
618-988-6911 

  
The purpose of this document is to provide interested parties with 
information to enable them to prepare and submit a proposal for the 
implementation of an 18-county IP-Based Next Generation 9-1-1 
communication system in southern Illinois.  CSI originally received and 
opened bids in December of 2009. Grant applications for this project were  
denied as we were preparing to select a vendor forcing us to reduce the 
scope of the project to match the available funding. The association intends 
to use the results of this process to award a contract for goods and services 
specified within this RFP. If your proposal has a cost of more than 2.2 
million dollars it will not be immediately considered and will be set aside 
until lower cost alternatives have been explored. Please include your bottom 
line price on the first page of your response.  
We will be providing our own ESInet to connect the originating service 
providers, PSAPs and data centers. We are seeking bids on the hardware, 
software and services needed to run a next generation system on that 
network. We will provide our own CAD systems. We are seeking map 
display software but not requesting GIS data services. We are also not 
seeking consulting services.  Since this is a national pilot project, CSI would 
welcome vendor proposals that offer their solutions for free or drastically 
reduced rates in exchange for the privilege of being selected to lead this 
unique project. 
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SECTION I 
 
Project Goals and Objectives 
 
Counties of Southern Illinois NG9-1-1 Association (hereinafter referred to as 
CSI) is soliciting proposals from qualified and experienced organizations 
that can provide an IP-Based Next Generation 9-1-1, NENA i3 aligned 
Communication System. CSI desires to upgrade the aging analog 9-1-1 
telephony system with an IP-based solution that meets NENA NG 
9-1-1 standards, including the emerging NENA IP-Capable PSAP standards.  
The desired results will be increased functionality, redundancy, diversity, 
and scalability.  The system must be capable of evolving with NG9-1-1 
without requiring additional hardware upgrades and replacements. 
 
This system will be used to process, answer and direct all “calls” placed to 
9-1-1. The system must support a minimum of two (2) geographically 
diverse, fully redundant data/system hosting centers.  Our plan is to locate 
one at the Saline County Sheriff’s Department in Harrisburg and the second 
at the Jackson County Sheriff’s Department in Murphysboro.  
The system should not require a manual switchover and should have 
automatic failover capability. CSI prefers Common Off the Shelf (COTS) 
equipment rather than proprietary hardware to enable CSI to lower initial 
infrastructure cost as well as future hardware replacement costs, and to 
eliminate costly hardware maintenance contracts. 
Vendors must provide the option for CSI to purchase some if not most of its 
own hardware per specifications supplied by the vendor. The solution should 
allow for IT personnel from CSI to be trained to provide primary on-site Tier 
1 support of the proposed system. 
The solution proposed must be capable of receiving 9-1-1 calls in a native 
Session Internet Protocol (SIP) format upon installation. This would include 
gateways for legacy wireline, wireless and VOIP calls. Furthermore, the 
solution proposed must be capable of expansion to multiple additional 
counties/PSAPs by simply adding additional software and hardware. 
Systems requiring the replacement of components to expand will not be 
considered.  As an option, we would also consider the additional cost of 
having administrative calls received in a native SIP format. 
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The system must be able to integrate with a local ALI database management 
system as well as an integrated Mapped-ALI display. It is the desire of CSI 
to have a GIS-centric system that will be able to spatially route calls and the 
capability to use the GIS database in the future as the primary 9-1-1 
validation database. 
CSI recognizes that a robust NG9-1-1 communications system capable of 
accepting all calls for emergency services in an efficient and accurate 
manner is the primary responsibility of CSI and its members. Reduced 
system cost, enhanced call taker capability, remote diagnostics and system 
architecture designed to accept future types of calls are some of the 
important objectives of this project. 
A firm quotation for professional services is being solicited for required 
services and products in this Request for Proposal (RFP).  Required products 
and services are those that CSI intends to purchase from the successful 
respondent. All proposal pricing shall be in effect 90 days from the proposal 
opening date.  
This is a complex project involving 28 PSAPs and 18 Emergency Telephone 
System Boards. It could take longer than the normal 60 days to select a 
vendor. CSI will consider proposals from firms who plan to share work 
through a subcontracting agreement.  Such proposals will be considered only 
if one firm assumes the role and all of the responsibilities of a prime 
contractor.  This RFP is soliciting a single quotation. Respondents are 
encouraged to propose innovative or alternative technical approaches if they 
will provide technical, schedule, or cost advantages to the project while 
meeting or exceeding all requirements. Respondents should indicate if they 
participated in the NENA ICE interoperability testing program. Please 
indicate how your solution fared in those tests and if it is true I3 or an RFAI 
solution. 
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A. Project History 
Counties of Southern Illinois is a not for profit association of 18 Emergency 
Telephone System Boards. For the past three years we have been planning a 
regional NG 9-1-1 system. We were selected by NENA as a national pilot 
project to show how an NG solution can be implemented in a rural regional 
setting. We have received $695,000 in federal grant money. CSI received 
proposals in 2009 for a turnkey version of this project anticipating additional 
federal grants. However, all bids had to be rejected due to cost 
considerations and for clarification of some NG9-1-1 concepts and 
standards.  CSI has organized as a not-for-profit association. The state 
legislature has approved a bill that will allow for this regional NG9-1-1 
project. That law is attached as exhibit A. 

 
CSI is made up of multiple 911 systems with between one and four 

PSAPs each. There are a combined 60 positions, with about 40-44 of those 
manned on any given shift. Please find attached a spreadsheet, (Exhibit B) 
showing the names, addresses, etc of each PSAP with information 
concerning their current equipment and other information that will be useful 
to the vendors.  

 
CSI will be purchasing GIS software both for the PSAPs and the data 

centers as part of this RFP; however, we have GIS staff that will be 
maintaining the data layers. We have contracted with SIU-Carbondale, our 
local university, to provide GIS students to scrub our existing data and put 
everything in NENA standard formats.  Individual 911 Coordinators will 
provide updates to the road, structure, corporate boundary and jurisdictional 
layers. We will synchronize the GIS data with the MSAG and ALI 
databases. 

 
     All CSI PSAPs are currently taking phase II wireless calls or will be by 
the time this project commences.  
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B. Overview of RFP Structure 
     The objective of this RFP is to provide sufficient information for 
qualified respondents to submit written proposals.  The RFP is not a 
contractual offer or commitment to purchase services.  Proposals that do not 
conform to the procedures, format, and content requirements outlined in this 
RFP will not be considered responsive. Vendors may submit questions to the 
project manager during the month of August in lieu of holding a pre-
proposal meeting that would require extra costs for the vendors. 

The RFP contains three sections:  
• Section I details the project background and time frame.   
• Section II describes administrative requirements and procedures to 

be followed in submitting a proposal.   
• Section III describes the scope of work to be performed and 

technical specifications.   

C. Key Dates 
The currently planned dates for the procurement process are: 
 
RFP Release Date July 21, 2010 
Questions due by August 14, 2010 
Proposals Due September 21, 2010 
Vendor presentations October-November, 2010 
Vendor selected November-December, 2010 
Proposed contract award date January, 2011 
Project begins February 1, 2011 
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II. 

A. Proposal Submission 

Proposal Submission Procedures and Requirements 

An original and two (2) copies of your proposal, plus one (1) electronic 
copy( DVD) must be received no later than 4:00 PM September 21, 2010. 
Responses should be addressed as follows (mail or express delivery): 

Ken Smith CSI Chairman 
Williamson Co 911 Office 

300 N. Park Ave. 
Herrin, Illinois 62948 

Proposals may be either mailed or hand delivered; proposals transmitted by 
FAX machine or other electronic means will not

 

 be accepted.  If the 
proposal is sent by mail, the applicant will be responsible for actual delivery 
to the proper office before the deadline.  Any proposals received after the 
deadline will be returned unopened. The bids will remain sealed until the bid 
opening.  During the bid opening the proposals will be opened to determine 
whether a cost and technical proposal have been received with the required 
copies.  The bid opening will be held at CSI headquarters at 9 a.m. on 
September 10, 2010.  

Each proposal must be sealed to provide confidentiality of the information 
before the submission date and time.  CSI will not be responsible for 
premature opening of proposals not properly labeled.  Proposals and 
presentations should be prepared simply and economically, and give a 
straightforward and concise description of the Respondent's capabilities to 
satisfy the requirements of the RFP. Emphasis should be placed on 
completeness and clarity of content. 

 

B. Requests for Further Information or Clarification 
All respondents should clearly state within their proposals any questions to 
be addressed by CSI, and identify any assumptions made in formulating the 
proposals.  CSI reserves the right to respond to questions or discuss 
assumptions made by any Respondent after all proposals have been 
reviewed. 
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C. Duly Authorized Signature 
The quotation must contain as the first element of the proposal, a cover letter 
with the signature of a duly authorized officer or agent of the Respondent's 
company empowered with the right to bind the Respondent.  The name and 
address of the Respondent’s designated contact person must also be 
included.  The Respondent shall be fully responsible for all quotation 
development and submission costs. CSI assumes no contractual obligation as 
a result of the issuance of this RFP, the preparation or submission of a 
quotation by a Respondent, the evaluation of an accepted quotation, or the 
selection of finalists. 

1. The Respondent's duly authorized officer or agent shall certify in the 
proposal's cover letter: A) That his/her quotation is genuine, is not 
made in the interest of, or on behalf of, any undisclosed person, firm 
or corporation.  B) That (s)he has not directly or indirectly induced or 
solicited any other Respondent to put in a false or sham bid;  C) That 
(s)he has not solicited or induced any other person, firm, or 
corporation to refrain from proposing; and D) That (s)he has not 
sought by collusion to obtain for himself/herself any advantage over 
any other Respondent or over CSI. 

2. Proposals shall be binding upon the Respondent for ninety (90) days 
from the proposal opening.  A Respondent may withdraw or modify 
his/her quotation any time before the due date by a written request, 
signed in the same manner by the same person who signed the quote.  

3. Provisions of this RFP and the contents of the successful response are 
considered available for inclusion in final contractual obligations.  
CSI retains the option of canceling the award if the successful 
Respondent fails to accept such obligations. 

D. Respondent Qualifications 
1. Respondents must submit evidence that they have relevant past 

experience and have previously delivered similar products and 
services to the ones required.  
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2. Each Respondent shall be required to show that they have 

satisfactorily performed similar work in the past and that any claims 
against such work are disclosed to this agency.  

 
     

E. Price Proposals 
Unless Respondents specifically take exception, prices quoted for work to be 
performed will be considered firm.  In case of error in the extension of prices 
in the quotation, the unit prices shall govern. 

F. Rights Reserved To Customer 
Customer reserves the right to: 

1. Amend the RFP as necessary and provide revisions. 
2. Waive or modify minor irregularities in proposals received, after prior 

notification to the respondent. 
3. Reject any proposal that is incomplete, does not demonstrate the 

respondent’s ability to provide the required services, or which is not 
responsive to this RFP. 

4. Accept the proposal that is, in the sole judgment of CSI most 
advantageous even though it may not be the lowest priced proposal. 

5. Negotiate with any Respondent after proposals are opened, if such 
action is deemed in the best interest of CSI. 

6. Negotiate a contract with another qualified respondent in the event 
that a contract is not successfully and expeditiously executed by the 
respondent initially selected for contract award. 

7. Reject any or all proposals received in response to this RFP. 

G. Terms and Conditions for Proposals  
1. Definitions -- Please note the following definitions of terms used:  

a) "Respondent" means the person, firm, or corporation which 
submits a formal quotation.   

b) "Contractor" means the person, firm or corporation chosen to  
      perform the duties described in this RFP 
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c)  “Customer” means CSI. 
d) "MSAG" means the master street address guide.   
e) "ALI" means Automatic Location Identification 
f) "System Provider” means any entity that provides the entire NG9-

1-1 system and is the single point of contact on an ongoing basis. 
g) "GIS" means geographic information system. 
h) “PSAP" means Public Safety Answering Point 
     

2. Acceptance of Conditions 
Submission of a proposal indicates full acceptance by the Respondent 
of the conditions contained in the RFP and its attachments, unless 
clearly and specifically noted in the submittal. 

3. Disclosure of Proposal Contents 
a) CSI decisions on withholding information from public disclosure 

are subject to potential review by Board Counsel, the Attorney 
General, and the courts. CSI assumes no liability for the disclosure 
of any information that it is advised to disclose by Board Counsel, 
the Attorney General, or the courts. 

b) The fiscal information included in the Cost Proposal will be held in 
confidence to the extent allowed by law and will not be disclosed 
to or discussed with competitors. 

c) Technical proposals will be subject to public examination, except 
for clearly labeled proprietary information. 

d) Proposals may be reviewed by persons who are not members of 
CSI as part of evaluation process.  Any such individuals will be 
informed of policies related to proprietary information. 

4. Prime Contractor Responsibility 
Respondents have the option of subcontracting parts of the services 
they propose. If any part of the work is to be subcontracted, the 
Respondent shall describe in the quotation the subcontracting 
organization and the contractual arrangements made therewith.  All 
subcontractors will be subject to approval by CSI. The selected 
Respondent will also furnish the corporate or company name and the 
names of officers or principals of said companies or organizations 
proposed as subcontractors.  CSI will consider the prime Contractor to 
be solely responsible in all contractual matters, including payment of 
any and all charges resulting from such subcontractor arrangements. 
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      5. The winning Respondent shall cause appropriate provisions of its                                                       
     quotation to be inserted in all ensuing subcontracts to insure     
     fulfillment of all contractual provisions by subcontractors.  

6.  Incurred Costs 
CSI is not liable for any costs incurred by respondent in preparing 
their proposals, or any costs of contractors' participation in any pre-
contract award activity.  

7. Taxes Not Applicable  - CSI as a governmental unit, is exempt from                                                                             
      any and all taxes.  A tax-exempt certificate will be supplied to the   
      successful Respondent upon request.   
 
8. Equal Opportunity - The Contractor will not discriminate against any 

employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, sex, 
religion, national origin, or age.  The Contractor will take affirmative 
action to ensure that applicants are employed and the employees are 
treated during employment without regard to their race, color, sex, 
religion, national origin or age.  Such action shall include, but not be 
limited to the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or 
transfer; requirement of advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay 
or other forms of compensation; and selection for training including 
apprenticeship.  The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, 
available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be 
provided by an appropriate agency of the federal government setting 
forth the requirements of these nondiscrimination provisions. 

 
9.  Notification of Award 

After evaluation and selection of the successful Respondent(s), all 
Respondents will be notified in writing of CSI’s decision.  The names 
of the selected Respondent(s) will be made available to the public.   
          

10.  Complete Services/Products : The winning Respondent shall be   
required to: 
(a) furnish all tools, equipment, supplies, supervision,                                                                                                                                                                            

transportation, and other accessories, and services.  
(b)  furnish all materials, supplies, and equipment specified  
(c)  provide and perform all necessary labor; and  
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(d)  execute and complete all specified work with due diligence, in 

accordance with good technical practice and the requirements, 
stipulations, provisions, and conditions of this RFP and the 
resultant contract. 

 
 

H .  Evaluation of Proposals 
 CSI will establish two committees. The finance committee will evaluate 
and compare costs of each proposal to make sure that we are comparing 
“apples to apples” and that all of the associated costs and options are 
included.  The technical review committee will evaluate and score all 
proposals based on whether or not they meet or exceed the requirements of 
the RFP. They will also consider a vendor’s experience and capacity to do 
the project. Proposals with a total cost in excess of $2.2 million will be set 
aside and only considered if those lower cost proposals fail to meet the RFP 
requirements. CSI may, at its sole option, elect to require presentation(s) by 
respondents clearly in consideration for award.  CSI reserves the right to 
accept a proposal, or to reject any and all proposals based on what is judged 
to be in CSI’s best interests. CSI will endeavor to negotiate a contract with 
the preferred respondent.  If a mutually agreeable contract cannot be 
negotiated with the selected respondent, CSI will then enter into contract 
negotiations with the next highest rated firm, and so on, until a mutually 
agreeable contract can be negotiated.   
    

Evaluation Criteria  
a) Application features 
Contractors are asked to explain how the system performs each of the 
features listed in the Technical Questions and Issues. 
b) Experience, Capacity and Support 
The respondent should demonstrate expert knowledge in 9-1-1 system 
integration, IP-based call handling, GIS mapping, ALI/MSAG/GIS 
synchronization, data transfer and trouble-shooting.  The proposals 
should indicate the respondent’s relevant experience in projects of 
similar nature, complexity and schedule.  Contractors should 
demonstrate an ability to work with a wide range of organizations 
necessary for the coordination of this project.      
The respondent should demonstrate an understanding of the technical 
issues involved with integrating a map display application into the  
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PSAP including interfacing with all Telco, call-taking, GIS, AVL, and 
CAD requirements.  The technical approach should follow recognized 
NENA standards.  Respondents should demonstrate the technical 
capacity to meet the specifications and schedule requested in the RFP.  

I.     Proposal Format and Content 
To speed and simplify evaluation and to assure that each proposal 

receives the same orderly review, all proposals must follow the format 
described in this section.  Proposals shall contain all elements of information 
requested, without exception.  Proposal sections and pages shall be 
appropriately numbered for easy reference.  To make your responses as 
efficient as possible you may provide information in one section and -- in 
later sections -- make a specific reference to the earlier material, rather than 
re-stating it. Proposals shall include and be organized into the following 
sections (detailed below): 

1. Letter of Submittal with signature 
2. Introduction and Executive Summary 
3. Response to Technical Questions & Issues 
4. Relevant Experience of Respondent 

      5. Customer References 
     6. Cost Proposal 
 1. Letter of Submittal:  

Must be signed by duly authorized officer - Provide the following 
information for your firm. If you are proposing to subcontract some of 
the proposed work to another firm, similar information must be 
provided for each subcontractor. 
Firm name and business address, including telephone and fax 
numbers. 
Year established (include former firm names and year established, if 
applicable). 
Type of ownership and parent company, if any. 

2. Introduction and Executive Summary:   
In the executive summary, highlight the major facts or features of the 
proposal including any conclusions, assumptions, and recommendations  
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you desire to make.  The executive summary should be designed 
specifically for review by executives who may not possess a technical 
background.  It should be brief and not include canned marketing 
materials. 
3. Technical Features and Capabilities:  In responding, cite the 

question before each answer. Full, direct, and substantive answers are 
required.  Non-specific answers will be considered unresponsive. 

4. Customer References: Provide a minimum of three references for 
projects of similar size and scope. References should include: 
Customer Name, Primary Contact Name, Phone Number, Email 
Address, Description of the solution provided; Date solution was 
installed; Size of installation (number of PSAPs, positions)  

5. Relevant Experience of Respondent: Detail previous experience 
implementing projects of a similar size and scope. 

6. Cost Proposal:  This should contain an itemized (Excel format 
preferred) of the required and optional costs as outlined in the RFP.  
We love discounts; however, we don’t want to see them in the 
spreadsheet.  If you are taking off 20% on all software, state that in 
your cost proposal cover page, but do not show before and after 
figures for each line item. Do not total everything, then take off a one-
time discount. The line item break down must equal the total cost. If 
you are going to give us a $100,000 price break, that is great. Please 
reduce the costs, for example, of software, training, project 
management, installation etc. so that the reductions total that amount.  
We will determine whether or not to purchase some of the hardware 
ourselves by comparing your quote with what we can get off of state 
bids.  Please indicate which items can be purchased by CSI using your 
specifications.  We DO NOT need a break down of the cost to each 
individual PSAP.   If we need one at each PSAP show that as a unit 
price times 28 PSAPs.  If we need one at each position show that as a 
unit price times 60 positions. If identical items after the first at the 
same location are less expensive, show 28 times the initial cost then x 
times the lower price. Please break down the costs in the following 
manner.  
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A) Hardware to be located at the two data centers.  (This would 

inlcude all servers, racks, UPS, network components, telephone 
equipment, cabling, monitors, etc.)  

B) Software that will run on the servers at the two data centers. (This 
would include call-handling, database management, operating 
system, mapping, network related, anti-virus, information 
management software etc.) 

C) Hardware to be located at the 28 PSAPs.  (This would include 
work stations, telephones, routers, gateways, etc. We will provide 
our own monitors, racks and UPS)  

D) Software that will run on the work stations at the PSAPs. (This 
would include call-handling, mapping etc.  Some PSAPs may 
choose to keep their existing GIS applications.)  

E) Professional Services for work at the data centers including project 
management, shipping, staging, installation, IT and administrative 
training, as-built documentation etc. 

F) Professional Services for work at the psaps including those listed 
in E plus dispatcher training 

    G)  Support and Maintenance – years 2-5 for software and hardware       
     provided by the vendor. Please separate the software and hardware  
          portions.  

  

III. 
 

Technical Features and Capabilities 

 
This Section defines the functional, technical, performance and professional 
service requirements. Where requirements indicate “Optional,” CSI may or 
may not select those items for purchase in the immediate procurement.  
Where the term Enhanced 9-1-1 (E9-1-1) is used, it is intended to include 
wireless 9-1-1 Phase I and Phase II capabilities consistent with FCC Order 
94-102. The use of the term “carrier” includes both wire line, wireless and 
alternate providers of telecommunications services. 
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Each of the following enumerated items  
require an affirmative or narrative response from vendors. 

 
Vendors are to insert their responses immediately following each 
requirement. Any clarification or exceptions to the requirements must be 
clearly stated in this narrative response. Note that changes or edits to the 
requirements do not supersede or replace the original text.  

 
Proposal Compliance Codes 
Vendors must provide responses to each of the Technical and Feature 
Requirements by using the codes outlined below.  Full, direct, and 
substantive answers are required.   
“ C” Meaning   
Comply – The proposed solution will fully meet this requirement 
because it currently exists as a standard feature or function in the base 
application software. 
“D” Meaning 
Does not comply – The proposed solution does not fully comply with 
this requirement.  The vendor will not

“T” Meaning 

 meet this requirement in its 
entirety.  Please give a detailed explanation.  

Available through a third party – This requirement can be met by a 
software module that the vendor has arranged to use through a third 
party contract.   The unit of software or software module must be 
designed for seamless integration with the base application software. 
Vendor’s existing product Costs for the separate unit of software or 
module are included and clearly identified in cost quotation. 
“CS” Meaning 
Customize – The requirement can be met by altering the proposed 
software to meet the requirements and specifications.  Costs for 
customizing software are included and clearly identified in cost 
quotation.  Vendor also must commit to completion of any custom 
software as part of the initial installation. 
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“EX”  Meaning 
Explanation – Response requires an answer to a question rather than 
a stated requirement.  Example, “What language is the application 
written in?”  Vendor should use the “EX” code and provide answers 
as needed on a separate page. 
 

 

NETWORK AND CARRIER CONFIGURATION 
1. Ability to support multiple types of inbound and 

outbound analog or digital Central Office or 
End Office provisioning, such as SS7, 
PRI/ISDN, CAMA, Feature Groups C & D, etc.  

 

2. Ability to provide a local 
termination/demarcation point for carriers while 
maintaining overall call routing configuration. 

 

3. The solution proposed must be capable of 
receiving both 9-1-1 and administrative call in a 
native SIP format upon installation. 

 

4. The system shall provide selective routing of 
inbound 9-1-1 calls based on customer-provided 
Emergency Service Zones (ESZ)  

 

5. Ability to accept automated update of Selective 
Routing information from MSAG processing. 

 

6. In the event that a primary PSAP is out of 
service, or that all circuits to that PSAP are out 
of service, 9-1-1 calls shall be routed to an 
alternate PSAP. 

 

7. The system shall provide the ability to test 
inbound call routing of all carriers on an on-
going basis after implementation. 

 

8. The system shall support additional one-button 
transfers to other entities. 

 

9. Transferred calls shall provide original caller’s 
ANI/ESRK rather than the PSAP’s ID. 

 

10. Emergency callers to receive automated 
announcement or other indication of call status 
if their call is queued or not answered.   

 

11. Installed system to provide the capability for 
real-time measurement of Quality of Service for 
network infrastructure. 

 

12. Vendor to identify the specific internetworking 
standards and protocols to be deployed. 

 



NETWORK AND CARRIER CONFIGURATION 
13. Vendor to identify all bandwidth requirements 

including between PSAPs and support facilities. 
 

14. Vendor to describe the configuration and     
protocol features that provide for reliable call 
handling in the case of hardware or application 
problems, including a call in progress scenario. 

 

15. System shall provide a native IP environment 
for the receipt of Voice over Internet Protocol 
(VoIP) 9-1-1 calls with associated data.. 

 

16. Vendor to describe their integration options 
with administrative telephone systems for 
consolidation of call taking platforms. 

 

17. Vendor to describe expansion capabilities. 
System must be capable of expansion to 
multiple additional counties/PSAPs by simply 
adding additional software and hardware.  
Systems requiring the replacement of 
components to expand will not be considered. 

 

 

 

PSAP EQUIPMENT 
1. System shall conform in all material respects to 

current NENA recommendations for PSAP 
equipment, including: 
a. NENA 04-001, Standards for PSAP Equipment  
b. NENA 04-004, Standards for PSAP Intelligent 

Workstations 
c. NENA 08-002, Functional and interface 

Standards NG9-1-1 (i3) 
d. NENA 08-501, Network Interface to IP capable 

PSAP 
e. NENA 08-502, E9-1-1 Requirements. 
Please explain how your solution aligns with these 
standards. 

 

2. The solution should allow the option to purchase 
our own hardware per specs supplied by vendor. 

 

3. Vendor to provide back-up SIP phone at each call 
taker position. SIP phone must display ANI/ALI. 
Vendor to describe additional capabilities of the 
proposed telephone instruments.  

 

4. Backup telephone instruments shall be provided 
with handsets and function independently or in 
parallel with the Intelligent Work Stations. 

 

5. Ability to place calls on hold for retrieval by any 
call taker (Call Park). 

 

 



PSAP EQUIPMENT 
6. System shall provide Automatic Number 

Identification (ANI) and Automatic Location 
Identification (ALI) data display in a consistent 
format regardless of the originating carrier or 
routing of the call. 

 

7. PSAP equipment shall retrieve ALI equivalent 
information from customer’s database system.  

 

8. PSAP equipment shall provide for ALI retrieval 
from Caller ID (Business Lines) or manually 
entered telephone number. 

 

9. System shall accommodate the handling and display 
of Wireless 9-1-1 Phase I and Phase II information, 
including Confidence and Uncertainty. 

 

10. Ability to support access to multiple ALI databases 
(e.g., to query ALI of transferred wireless 9-1-1 
calls from other jurisdictions). 

 

11. Intelligent Workstation to provide history of prior 
calls at time of call presentation to call taker. 

 

  
12. Intelligent Workstation platform to support the 

installation of third-party applications. 
 

13. To the extent that peripheral network components 
(such as telephone instruments) outside of 
centralized equipment rooms require supplemental 
electrical power, this shall be provided via Power 
Over Ethernet (POE) provisioning. 

 

14. Ability to monitor the audio of call taking at another 
position, with or without muting. 

 

15. Ability to ‘barge-in’ to a call in progress by 
supervisory personnel.  

 

16. Ability to conference calls with unlimited outside 
parties vendor to describe any limitations. 

 

17. Ability to support separate inbound call queues if 
circuit provisioning is deployed. 

 

18. Ability to support one-button re-dialing of recent 
calls, including abandoned calls. 

 

19. Vendor to describe approach to capturing 
abandoned call information for call taker use. 

 

20. Ability to display location information at each call 
taker position for calls pending. 

 

21. Ability to provide system-wide status at each PSAP, 
reflecting system availability, calls in progress, call 
taker availability, and calls in queue. 

 

22. Allows Creation of Incoming Call Queues  
23. Allows Creation of Spatial Incoming Call Queues  
24. Ability to integrate two-way audio from telephone 

calls and radio traffic into one headset. 
 



PSAP EQUIPMENT 

FUTURE PATH PLANS 
1. Vendor to describe their intended migration 

path to Next Generation NENA i3 
architectures. Describe how your solution 
aligns with the current NENA, ESIF, ATIS, 
IETF standards today.  

 

2. Vendor to describe their migration path to 
receive Automatic Crash Notification and 
Telematics information with 9-1-1 calls. 

 

 

TDD/TTY 
1. Ability to support Baudot–format TDD/TTY 

dialogue from callers at every position. 
 

2. Ability to provide TDD/TTY detection and 
alerting at each call taker position. 

 

3. Ability to capture and provide permanent record 
of TDD/TTY dialogue; vendor to describe 
approach to TDD/TTY call logging. 

 

Ability to support Instant Messaging (IM) and 
Short Messaging Service (SMS) and text  
messaging dialogue from public ‘callers.’ 

  
 

COMPUTER AIDED DISPATCH AND MAPPING INTEGRATION 
1. System shall transfer all of the available 

ANI/ALI data into a CAD incident entry 
application, including location lat-long data.  

 

2. System shall provide interface to third-party or 
vendor mapping application for real-time 
display of inbound call information. Integrated 
mapped ALI display is preferred. 

 

3. Ability to support integrated mapping 
application co-resident on Intelligent 
Workstation. 

 

WARRANTY 
1. Vendor to describe warranty services 

included in the proposal. 
 

 
 

 



LOGGING AND INSTANT RECALL RECORDERS 
1. Vendor to provide data logging system with 

capabilities to handle multi-media recording in 
the future.  

 

2.   Vendor to provide Instant Recall Recording and 
playback application software at each workstation 
position with the ability to integrate with existing 
analog voice logging recorder at each PSAP.  

 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
1. System to provide for a Management Information 

System (MIS) reporting of transaction volumes and 
system performance for overall system as well as 
significant components.  

 

a. MIS and reporting application to allow access all 
captured database elements.   

 

b. Detail of MIS reporting to provide for both 
individual PSAP and system-wide transaction 
volumes and call handling performance. 

 

c. MIS reporting to provide for time and day of week 
summary reporting in tabular and graphical formats. 

 

d. Reporting application to provide for selection of 
indexing and sorting keys by any formatted field.  

 

e. MIS to capture and report System Availability, 
including alarms, error reports, and platform status. 

 

f. MIS to capture response time to PSAP ALI database 
inquiries and re-bids. 

 

g. MIS shall be capable of capturing data from all 
circuits within the system, including inbound 9-1-1 
trunks, administrative lines and dedicated ring down 
circuits, as well as outbound calling.  

 

2. Each data center shall be equipped with a management 
information system which tracks incoming calls and 
provides flexible real-time information and periodic 
reporting. Access to information shall be acquired 
remotely by permissions. Available information for a 
requested time period shall include at a minimum: 
a. Number of total calls received 
b. Number of abandoned calls 
c. Number of calls on a per trunk/per circuit basis 
d. Number of calls on a call type (wire line, wireless, 

VOIP, etc.) basis 
e. Number of calls conference/transferred  
f. Calls conference/transferred by destination (e.g., 

secondary PSAPs) 
g. Number of calls on a log-on or per position basis 
h. Average time to answer 
i. Average length of call and average hold time 

 



 
3. Each data center shall be equipped with a Call 

Detail Record (CDR) function that provides for 
capture, search and retrieval, display, and printing 
of information regarding each 9-1-1 call: 

a. Date received 
b. Trunk seize/call appearance time 
c. Caller’s telephone number  
d. ANI, ESRK or other routing identification 
e. Answer time 
f. Answering position identification 
g. Trunk/circuit identification 
h. Time call was released 
i. Time call was transferred 
j. Transfer destination  
k. Abandoned call indicator 
l. Ringing start time 
m. Time call was placed on hold and taken 
                    off hold and by what position  
n. All ALI data, including name, address,                          

community, ESN, Class of Service, etc. 
Data may be accessed remotely from the psaps with 
permissions. 

 

4. Ability to direct MIS reports or Workstation printouts to 
any Local Area Network-attached printer. 

 

5. Ability to export formatted detailed records or summary 
report tables for analysis with third-party applications 
(e.g., Microsoft Office). 

 

6. MIS reporting to be fully initialized prior to operational 
use of system; this includes any procedures, routines and 
scripts for daily, monthly and annual periodic reporting. 

 

 

 

 

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 
1. Ability for the customer to administer 

appropriate system features and configuration 
without voiding warranty or support agreements. 

 

2. Ability for customer to administer call queuing 
and call routing parameters. 

 

3. Ability to support centralized and customer 
administered backup and recovery policies.  

 

4. Ability to support on-line centralized backup   
5. System to support use of generally available 

third-party platform protection products, such as 
anti-virus, spyware and Trojan protection 
applications. Vendor to specify responsibility for 
updates to applications and signature files. 

 



SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 
6. Vendor to describe the implementation of end-to-

end security and authentication in the proposed 
configuration.  

 

7. Ability to automatically provide outbound pager 
and email notification to support personnel of 
system events and alarms. 

 

8. The system shall provide real-time call volume 
and call status information at remote locations, 
including: 

a. Positions Logged On/Ready/Available 
b. Positions Busy/Off Hook 
c. Positions Not Ready/Out of Queue 
d. Calls in Queue/Calls Pending 
e. Calls Holding/Calls Parked 
f. PSAP Status (e.g., system OK, 

connectivity good)  

 

9. Ability to provide a real-time display of system 
availability, call taker availability & calls in 
progress. 

 

 

 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
1. System to provide overall 99.999% 

availability, measured on a 24 hour per day, 7-
day per week basis, accumulated over a one-
year period. Vendor to clarify compliance 
and/or describe any exceptions. 

 

2. System to support automated, unassisted 
restoration from stoppages or outages, 
including significant network components and 
application software. 

 

 

3. System to provide positive/affirmative alert to 
each call taker position of off-line status, error 
conditions or conditional events. 

 

4. The system shall support localized supervision 
and reporting of ANI and ALI failures, 
network outages, etc. 

 

5. The system shall provide in each PSAP 
readily visible and (selectable) audible 
indicators of emergency and non-emergency 
calls pending. 

 

6. Vendor to describe their recommended 
approach to node and link redundancy to meet 
Availability Performance Requirements. 

 

 



SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
7. Vendor to describe their system architecture 

as it relates to failover and fault tolerance. The 
scope of this discussion should include the 
PSTN entry, the gateway into the 9-1-1 IP 
network, traffic paths to the network 
endpoints, and any crucial devices within the 
scope of the relevant network fabric. 

 

 
 

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT 
1. Vendor to provide a fixed cost for annual  

tier 2/ tier 3 maintenance after the warranty 
period. Maintenance begins at the end of the 
Warranty period and is defined as the 
resolution of application software and 
configuration issues at no additional cost to 
the customer. Vendor to provide a proposed 
Maintenance and Support scope of services 
statement with proposal response. State your 
warranty period  

 

2. Vendor to provide full and complete set of 
technical and maintenance documentation at each 
primary installation location.   

 

3. Vendor to maintain on-going trouble report 
tracking system and historical records of trouble 
reports and problem resolution.  

 

4. Vendor to recommend a complement of essential 
and recommended spare parts and component 
assemblies to be locally maintained; on-site 
secure storage will be made available at each 
PSAP. In no case shall any component in 
operational use be moved or utilized as a spare.  

 

5. Vendor to utilize remote access for system and 
application diagnostics and maintenance. Vendor 
to coordinate Virtual Private Network (VPN) or 
other secure access requirements with the CSI 
Information Technology staff.  

 

6. As necessary to resolve Critical Issues, the 
vendor must anticipate the need for on-site, 
factory-trained staff, capable of diagnosing and 
supporting the installation of this platform.  

 

7. Vendor to coordinate all maintenance activities 
with each PSAP.  Vendor and PSAP to agree on 
migration checklist and notification schedule for 
any activities impacting operations. 

 

  



This section identifies the Contract Documentation and Project Deliverables to be provided by the 
Vendor.  Contract Documents will be provided before the initiation of work by the successful 
vendor. Project Deliverables are to be provided by Vendor at key implementation milestones.  

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND PROJECT DELIVERABLES 

 

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
1. Vendor-provided Contract Documentation to include: 

a. All Software Licenses, Terms and Conditions, 
including third-party hardware and software. 

b. All Warranty Terms and Conditions specific to 
hardware, software and services. 

c. All Manufacturer or Vendor Maintenance and 
Support Terms and Conditions. 

d. Minimum specifications for customer and third-party 
provided equipment or facilities. 

 

2. Vendor-provided Project Deliverables to include:  
a. Project Management Plan, provided at the initiation of 

the vendor’s work program. Project Management Plan to 
include identification of named individuals, their 
roles/responsibilities and contact information. Any 
required transmittal documents or approvals not 
identified in the Contract shall be identified and described 
in the Project Management Plan. 

b. Attach an Estimated Project Plan in Gantt Chart format 
with your proposal. 

 

c. Implementation Plan and Project Schedule to be 
negotiated with CSI. Plan to include description of CSI, 
vendor and third party responsibilities, including facility 
preparation requirements; any required data conversion 
and system migration plans; and Project Schedule to 
identify critical path elements and target milestone dates.  

 

• Training Plan, Syllabus, Training Materials and 
Training Schedule; documentation to be provided in 
advance of training sessions. Training Plan to identify 
any pre-requisites, duration of sessions and 
objectives. Syllabus to provide agenda and topics to 
be covered during each training session. Training 
Materials includes any attendee hand-outs, reference 
sheets, tests, presentations or other instructor-utilized 
materials. The Training Schedule is the calendar of 
training sessions, identifying planned dates and times 
of training sessions to be provided by the Vendor. 
Sufficient printed copies of End User Instruction 
Manuals for all attendees. 

 

d. Periodic Project Status Reports; written reports provided 
no less than monthly through the duration of installation 
project. 

 



INSTALLATION, TESTING AND TRAINING 
1. Physical installation work by vendor shall utilize best 

industry practices and adopted national standards.   
 

2. All cables and demarcation points are to be clearly 
labeled. All cables are to be bundled and secured to 
avoid disconnection during normal use and servicing 
access. 

 

3. All cables installed in workstation furniture shall be 
provided in a length to accommodate the full range of 
workstation motion, as well as providing for access 
and removal for servicing.  

 

4. All interface components (e.g., impedance or protocol 
matching boxes) shall be labeled and secured.  

 

5. Vendor to coordinate all on-site activities to minimize 
disturbances to dispatch operations at each PSAP. 
Vendor to provide prompt and timely notice of any 
potentially public safety service-impacting activity.  

 

6. Proposed training schedules to be coordinated and 
mutually agreed to with no less than two weeks notice. 

 

7. Vendor shall provide training to an initial cadre of 
system users and administrators. Vendors will 
anticipate providing some training sessions outside 
normal hours to accommodate call taker schedules.  

 

8. The solution should allow for CSI’s IT personnel to be 
trained to provide primary on-site Tier 1 support of the 
system. 

 

9. Vendor to include a brief description of the training 
courses that will be offered and which customer 
personnel should attend. 

 

10. Vendor to describe Customer responsibilities for 
training. 

 

 
 

SYSTEM MONITORING 
1. Proposed system to provide error logs and 

diagnostic information sufficient to support 
vendor troubleshooting. Vendor and/or Customer 
to provide any additional hardware components 
or application software required to diagnose 
reported Critical or Serious issues. 

  

 



MASTER CLOCK SUBSYSTEM 
1. Vendor to ensure that the master clock subsystem 

shall provide NTP (Network Time Protocol) and 
SNTP (Simple Network Time Protocol) time 
synchronization outputs for additional information 
systems, such as: 

a. Computer Aided Dispatch 
b. Database and Communications Servers 
c. Logging Recorders 

 

2. The master clock subsystem shall provide a time 
synchronization source to all PSAPs. 

 

 
 

INTEGRATED IP-BASED PBX ( OPTIONAL)  
  

   
1. Must be software based. 
2. Must enable seamless transfers between the 9-1-1 system and IP-PBX. 
3. Must have built-in failover to allow admin calls to be processed by 9-

1-1 system if IP-PBX is unavailable. 
4. Must include extensions (phone and mailbox) that can have multiple 

phones connect to it from the same extension number. 
5. Minimum features must include:  Auto Attendant ; Conference ; 

Hunt Group; Agent Group; Calling Card (DISA); Paging; Service     
Flag;  and IVR Node 

6. Must include as an option call recording to enable the recording of all 
calls on an extension at all times. Recording should take place for 
inbound calls from hunt group, agent group, all internal calls, all 
external calls or both internal and external calls. 

7. Proposer must specify all associated costs including maintenance and 
support of the IP-PBX solution in the Price Proposal. These costs 
should be listed as a separate option for purchase. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
OPTIONAL – GIS DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

To follow are the requirements for a GIS data management solution. 
 

Type & Section Technical and Feature Requirement Question 
 

Response 
Code 

Ge
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1.1 Can edit the following GIS layers: Roads, Sites, Driveways, Landmarks, 
ESZ, ESA, Hydrology, Utility Lines, Railroads, Town boundaries  

1.2 
Application must automatically read wireless data from a standard wireless 
carrier file and build or update the tower point file and the sector coverage 
areas.  

 

1.3 Provide for the import of the Telco MSAG and provide automatic matching 
with the GIS road data   

1.4 
Allow for the automated updates from other users of the software.  The 
updates must be selectable by region or date.  (E.g. import only the records 
after a particular date or in a particular region)  

 

1.5 Allow export of a “Public Data Set” that excludes personal information   

1.6 Provides for the export of CAD Data and CAD “Geofiles”   

1.7 Provides for the creation and export of a wireless ALI Database that may be 
used for spatially routing phase 2 wireless calls  

1.8 Application must provide a set of evacuation tools   

1.9 Create any number of evacuation zones (radius, custom, etc.)   

1.10 Produce a dialing list for all TNs in any/all evacuation zones directly from 
the ALI database or a pre-processed ALI database  

1.11 Application must allow export of data by date, region or manual selection   

1.12 Application must import/export Telco MSAG   

1.13 Application must import/export ALI database   

1.14 Application must link ALI records to sites   

1.15 Application must link MSAG records to named road segments   

1.16 

Display the GPS point and line trace data of each driver in the field 
symbolized by driver and day in the field.  GPS trace should also be 
symbolized to show differentially corrected points clearly from non-
corrected points.  

 

1.17 Build ESZ directly from Telco MSAG   

1.18 Provide 1-click polygon merge/explode   

1.19 
Provide a selection control that allows one-by-one review of any selected 
set.  The control must zoom to the location of each feature as it is selected 
for review.  

 

1.20 Zoom In/Out, Zoom to Lat/Long, Zoom to any site, road, ESN, ESA, etc.   

1.21 Conflate attribute information between any two sets of road data or any two 
sets of polygon layers   

1.22 Provide for an enhanced, quick method to capture sites and/or driveways 
from digital orthos or other imagery  

1.23 Application must provide a quality control system that assures proper 
assignment of road names to site addressing   

1.24 Application should provide a control for Pan & Zoom in a controlled 
manner for organized review of data   



Type & Section Technical and Feature Requirement Question 
 

Response 
Code 

1.25 Image data (digital orthophotos) can be selected automatically without 
manual interpretation of image location   

1.26 
Road naming, address labeling, town labeling, etc. is performed 
automatically with non-overlapping labels of all features from the attribute 
information of each layer.   

 

1.27 Manual labeling must be an option.    

1.28 Find any address, site or named road quickly   

1.29 Application must provide a simple backup and restore function   

1.30 

Application provides an auto-geocoding function that will update the road 
centerline address ranges based on the actual site addresses adjacent to each 
road segment or minimum and maximum address range on each segment 
based on the addressing increment used on the road or the average 
increment along the road.  The min/max function must not allow 
overlapping ranges between segments.  

 

1.31 Application can display tax map data and any other layers   

1.32 Show map units in Degrees-Minutes-Seconds or Projected Units   

1.33 Automatically import new and verified data from the field including site 
pictures  

1.34 Import/Export functions to move data to/from field for verification and 
collection.  

1.35 Automatically receive and setup up for the review of GIS discrepancies 
captured by call-takers  

 1.36 Developed on ESRI ArcGIS 9.3  

 1.37 Interfaces with ESRI ArcSDE (Enterprise, Workgroup, Personal, File)  

 1.38 Manages data in personal geodatabase and enterprise Geodatabase  

 1.39 Interfaces with Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and/or 2008  

 1.40 Integrates with microDATA’s map display software (ALI-Trakker or 
xTrakker) and data field collection software (x9Collector)  
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2.1 Edit site location & attributes: address, zip, resident, units, access, site type, 
picture, grand-father status, side-of-road, etc.   

2.2 Addressing maintains new and old addresses   

2.3 Auto-addressing of new/existing sites according to standard   

2.4 Auto-addressing of an entire road or township with one mouse click   

2.5 Synchronization with GIS addresses with ALI addresses   

2.6 Maintains Emergency Service Zone for each site   

2.7 Maintains Township for each site   

2.8 Automatic notification for illogical or mis-numbered sites   

2.9 Maintain pictures and/or floor plans   

2.10 Maintains resident unit information for each site an each unit within the 
building or site   

2.11 Maintains verification status of GPS field work at site  



Type & Section Technical and Feature Requirement Question 
 

Response 
Code 

2.12 Provides addressing based on access point, building or driveway location  

2.13 1-click for address at any point, or picture of any site   

2.14 Adjust addresses on a single road by a given amount   

2.15 Reverse the addressing on a road   

2.16 Prepare completely automated notification letters   

2.17 User-definable text for any number of letters   

2.18 Auto merge from entered data   

2.19 Each letter includes a map of addressed location   

2.20 Each letter includes a picture of the building at that location   

2.21 Maintains USPS Class file for easy update by USPS   

2.22 Maintain links to USPS, Assessor, and Utilities   

2.23 Unit data with name and matched TN and utility meter number  
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3.1 Road naming and Segment Address Ranges   

3.2 Road names managed from a single table   

3.3 Maintain official name, 3 Aliases, and the ALI Name   

3.4 Provide any standard addressing method, increment, rules   

3.5 Synchronization with MSAG road names   

3.6 Connectivity Audits to assure that road segments connect   

3.7 Add, Edit, Move, Snap, Split while maintaining geocoding   

3.8 Can view by road direction or road class   

3.9 Maintain Route #, Class, Address Range, Direction   

3.10 Provide an auto-extend function to avoid manual splitting of intersecting 
roads when adding a new road  

3.11 Automatic field verification update   
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e 4.1 Reshape/Drag ESZ boundaries to change selective transfer   

4.2 Auto-update of MSAG from ESZ   

4.3 Add a new ESZ with/without new ESN definition   

4.4 Maintain ESN definitions   

4.5 Maintain Emergency Service Agency (ESA) information   

4.6 View ESZ by PSAP, Law, Fire, EMS   

4.7 

ESZ/Wireless sector viewing/analysis – Allow overlay of wireless sector 
coverage areas over ESZ jurisdictions to view or determine the likely ESZ.  
ESN determination must be available in a completely automated mode or 
with manual override. 

 

4.8 ESZ, ESN, ESA, MSAG, completely integrated with sites and roads   



Type & Section Technical and Feature Requirement Question 
 

Response 
Code 
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5.1 

Automated structure checker for all databases used in the application.  If 
the structure is incorrect, the application must automatically correct the 
structure.  If the layer/file does not exist it must make a new empty file 
ready for input.  

 

5.2 Has a concatenation function to join information from two or more fields 
into one field  

5.3 Auditing – Application must provide the following audits:  

5.4 Complete log of all changes including date and user   

5.5 Unique road naming, duplicate ARC-ID check   

5.6 Problem address report – Correct parity, In proper order, Duplicate 
addressing, Proper road name, etc.   

5.7 Site address assessment report   
5.8 Sites with no address or roads with no address ranges   

5.9 Find Coincident sites   
5.10 Site addresses have correct road name, ESN, side-of-road, etc.   
5.11 Road segment connectivity   
5.12 Geocoding address range check   

5.13 Road, site, ESZ, landmark, etc. data have valid attributes   
5.14 ESZ has valid ESN; ESN has valid ESA; etc.   
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6.1 Create atlas map books   
6.2 Detailed road and site map books (atlases) production   
6.3 Atlas sheet development, maintenance   
6.4 Map book covers and street index production   
6.5 ESN map books   
6.6 Large scale regional map sheets (up to 36”x48”)   

6.7 Maintains standard address, average increment address and grand-fathered 
(previous) address.  Choose any for ALI.   
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7.1 Automatic development of wireless layers   
7.2 Automatic entry of wireless tower/sector data from standard   
7.3 Entry of cell-site by form or map entry   
7.4 Editing of cell-sector areas   
7.5 Visibility analysis based on terrain   
7.6 Assign PANI’s or cell-sector ID’s and notify carriers of such assignment  
7.7 Maintenance of ALI wireless database   
7.8 Display of all or filtered set of towers   
7.9 Automatic determination of expected ESN   

7.10 Select sector for editing from table or map   
7.11 Select any set of sectors for simultaneous display   
7.12 Handle CAS or NCAS ID assignment   

 
Co
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ic  8.1 Provides an integrated GPS collection and verification program that provides the following 
features:  

8.2 Standardized field display of 9-1-1 layers integrated with GPS   



Type & Section Technical and Feature Requirement Question 
 

Response 
Code 

8.3 Display moves with GPS and shows current location and trace    
8.4 Display allows editing in real-time of captured data   
8.5 Automatic import/export of sites requiring verification   
8.6 View, auto-link with ALI, USPS, Utility and Assessor databases   
8.7 Sites are “thrown” based on laser range-finder bearing & distance   
8.8 Automatic linkage and storage of digital pictures   
8.9 Quality control check of side-of-road and road name   

8.10 Collection of sites, landmarks, roads and driveways.     

8.11 Verification of address, location, road name, type of use, picture, side-of-
road, addressing point, etc.   

8.12 Stores location specific comments to be reviewed by GIS tech.   
8.13 Provide comments from GIS tech for field review   
8.14 All data entry, moves, adds, etc. logged for supervisor review   
8.15 One-button click for end-of-day file transfer to office GIS   
8.16 Form driven to capture all pertinent 9-1-1 information   
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9.1 Import ALI, MSAG, Daily Service Orders (DSO), MSAG Change Orders  

9.2 Uses GIS data maintained above as source for data to synchronize with ALI 
data   

9.3 
Synchronize MSAG-Road names; ALI-Site address; ALI-Road segments; 
MSAG-road range; DSO-Site address; DSO-Road segment; MCO-road 
seg.  

 

9.4 Maintains a local copy of ALI database from changes   
9.5 Maintains TN-site link for evacuation   
9.6 Audit reports of fall-out   
9.7 Handles all NENA and Bell standard formats   

 
Proposer must specify all associated costs including maintenance and support a of the GIS database 
management solution in the Price Proposal. These costs should be listed as a separate option for purchase. 



 
LOCALLY MAINTAINED AUTOMATIC LOCATION DATABASE 

Requirements for a locally managed “XXXXX” automatic location database.  
 

1. Need to conform to current NENA standards and recommendations for database 
management (or better alternate), including: 

ALI Database Management 

 
- NENA 02-010: Recommended Formats & Protocols For ALI Data Exchange, 
ALI Response & GIS Mapping. 
 
- NENA 02-011: Recommended Data Standards for Local Exchange Carriers, 
ALI Service Providers & 9-1-1 Jurisdictions. 
 
- NENA 06-001: Recommended Standards for Local Service Provider 
Interconnection Information Sharing. 
 

2. Need to provide systems and procedures for promptly updating subscriber information 
in ALI databases; “Customer” goal is one business day turn-around between entities (e.g., 
from carrier to aggregator) 
 
3. Need to update ALI databases with carrier service order completion records within one 
business day; “Customer” goal is overnight processing of error-free records.  
 
4. Need to provide database record integrity with multiple sources of information and 
multiple carriers when using Local Number Portability (LNP).  
 
5. Need to support comprehensive carrier ALI record transaction sets (e.g., record 
migrate, lock/unlock, etc.)  
 
6. Need prompt system responses to ALI data inquiries (i.e., from initial ringing, call 
answer or repoll). 
 
7. Need to support electronic submission of database error reports to carriers from 
dispatch centers (e.g., web-enabled form, electronic mail or alternate). 
 
8. Need to provide Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) for carriers to validate Service 
Order addresses and installation locations. 
 
9. Need for Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) to capture and maintain Emergency 
Service Numbers (ESN) for address ranges. 
 
10. Ability to receive and integrate Private Switch ALI (PS-ALI) information from 
carriers or third parties such as PBX owners. 
 
11. Ability to electronically utilize “Customer”  ESRI GIS data for record validation (i.e., 
use GIS data as master validation source). 



 
12. Need to provide for electronic export of ALI and MSAG information in format 
compatible for cross-validation with GIS information. 
 
 

1. Vendor to describe the migration path to NENA Version 4, XML architecture. 
(NENA 02-010) 

Future Path Plans 

 
2. Vendor to describe plans for migration to NENA Next Generation i3 VoIP and 

telematics ALI architecture and the use of an Emergency Services Query Key 
(ESQK). 

 
 

1. The proposed system shall capture and display the full call back number (CBN) of 
domestic calling parties. 

Wireless 9-1-1 

 
2. The proposed system shall display the Emergency Services Routing Key (ESRK) of 
the incoming call. 
 
3. The proposed system shall display the Wireless Carrier Name Identification; NENA or 
FCC Carrier ID as option, 
 
4. ALI display shall display wireless carrier Class of Service codes (i.e., wireless phase 
designation). 
 
5. The proposed system shall capture and display tower identifier and antenna sector 
identification on ALI displays and through CAD interface data streams. 
 
6. The proposed system shall provide the street address and related information 
(latitude/longitude) of tower and sector. 
 
7. The wireless 9-1-1 ALI database shall accept dynamic updates from a wireless Mobile 
Position Center (MPC). The Contractor shall refer to J NENA recommendations for the 
Implementation of the Wireless Emergency Service Protocol E2 Interface via TCP/IP.  
 
8. ALI display information shall include Confidence and Uncertainty factors if provided 
by the wireless carrier. 
 
9. ALI architecture to support multiple re-bids from dispatch centers; provide dynamic 
Phase II location updates if supported by carrier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Capability to generate canned and custom system reports. It is expected that such 
reports would include but would not be limited to:  

Administrative Requirements 

1. TN Tally Report 
2. TN Tally Report by Community 
3. Service Order Fallout Report 
4. Service Order Update Report 
5. Service Order Updates 24 Hour Report 
6. Service Order Processing Statistics Report 
7. Service Order Corrections Statistics Report 
8. Service Order Processing Errors Report 
9. Service Order Error Codes Report 
10. MSAG Updates Report 
11. NRF Summary and Detail Reports 
12. MSAG Overlaps Audit Report 
13. MSAG Parity Report 
14. MSAG Change Requests Report 
15. ALI Audit: GIS site match Report 
16. TNs by Community for Liaisons Report 
17. Unnumbered Addresses Report 

 
 
Proposer must specify all associated costs including maintenance and support a of the 
ALI database management solution in the Cost Proposal. These costs should be listed as a 
separate option for purchase. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTEGRATED MAPPED-ALI DISPLAY 
 

TECHNICAL FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES 
 

1.1 Minimum Requirements 
There are a number of minimum requirements that must be met by the proposed 
solution in order to provide a Mapped-ALI solution. These minimum 
requirements for the proposed solution includes 

1.1.1 The map display must utilize ESRI based standards for the mapping 
object libraries. The map must be built on ESRI ArcGIS 9.3 or newer 
platform. 
 
1.1.2 Interfaces with NENA standard 9-1-1 Call Processing Equipment  
 
1.1.2 Wireless Phase 1 and Phase 2 compliant. 
 
1.1.3 Capture map errors and/or discrepancies. 
 
1.1.4 Complete integration with vendor’s GIS Data Management System. 
 
1.1.5 Ability to display CAD and AVL events on the map. 

 
1.2 Functional Requirements 
Certain functional requirements, which are necessary to perform the tasks 
necessary for Mapped-ALI are listed below. For each requirement, proposer 
should include a detailed description of the proposed functionality and process. 

 
1.2.1 The application must have the ability to interface with and display 
digital orthophotos as well as have the ability to display other raster image 
data libraries. 
 
1.2.2 The primary data source for the mapping application will be ESRI 
based data. 
 
1.2.3 A legend must be available to the call-taker allowing any layer to be 
turned “on” or “off”. 
 
1.2.4 The Lat/Long of the current position of the mouse cursor must be 
able to be displayed. 
 
1.2.4.1 Lat/Long must be available in decimal degrees (DD), degrees -
minutes –seconds (DMS), degrees-decimal minutes (DDM), State Plane 
and UTM. 
 
1.2.5 Map symbology must be based on attributes within the GIS data. 
 



1.2.6 Application must include a separate window displaying the entire 
map area or an area significantly larger than is displayed in the map 
window. 
 
1.2.7 Application must be able to search for a caller provided address or 
location to facilitate the determination of the emergency providers and 
facilities at that address or location. 
 
1.2.8 The mapping application must automatically display the tower and 
sector coverage area and the information provided by the CAS or NCAS 
solution for Phase I wireless calls. 
 
1.2.9 The mapping solution must automatically display the lat/long and 
information provided by the CAS or NCAS solution for Phase II wireless 
calls. Symbol must change based on the latest class of service of the call 
 
1.2.10 Application must include an automated means of capturing ALI 
discrepancies and spatial discrepancies and reporting those back to a 
designated location. 
 
1.2.11 Application must provide a call history to easily return to a prior 
call for remapping or entry of discrepancy information. 
 
1.2.12 Mapping system must have an easy method of updating each 
component of the map display system including: Configuration changes – 
System administrator must be able to make configuration changes in a 
central location and “push” the configuration to desired workstations. 
 
1.2.13 GIS data updates – GIS data will be maintained on site and in 
centralized locations. The mapping system must provide the functionality 
to provide automated updates of the GIS data at each call taking station 
over a WN/LAN. 
 
1.2.14 Print/Fax: Application should be able to print a map on a local or 
network printer or  Fax a map to a secondary provider. 
 
1.2.15 Must include ability to display oblique imagery such as 
Pictometry’s software.  
 
1.2.16 Proposer must specify associated costs and the details of 
maintenance and support of the Mapped ALI solution in the Pricing 
Proposal. These costs should be listed as a separate option for purchase. 
 
 
 
 



General Features 
Ability to automatically display wireline, wireless Phase I and II, VoIP calls and ALI rebids. 
Ability to view all active and prior call events in the system or PSAP, and all agent calls answered 
during the current session. 
Ability to bookmark an unlimited number of preset map views. 
Ability to customize user interface based on user permissions. 
Ability to use layer caching for faster map loading. 
Ability to create multiple and distinct map displays. 
Ability to choose from shape and symbology options to create drawings on the map display (local 
or enterprise). 
Ability to view ToolTips for site locations; ToolTips can include address information, geocoder 
match score and site picture(s). 
Application must be NG9-1-1 ready. 
Application must be built on the most current ESRI ArcGIS Engine (9.3.1). 
Ability to support several geodatabase options, including Personal SDE, Workgroup SDE, 
Enterprise SDE, and File Geodatabase. 

Allows for real-time GIS data updates. 
Ability to answer a call directly from the map. 

Allows for one-click dialout to response agencies directly from the map. 
Ability to dispatch from the map. 

 Searching Options 
Ability to conduct multiple searches simultaneously. 
Ability to return and zoom to search results for an exact address search. 
Ability to return and zoom to geocoded search results for an approximate match of a searched 
address. 
Ability to display "geocoder match scores" that rank search results for approximate matches of 
address searches. 
Ability to return and zoom to search results for an intersection. 
Ability to return and zoom to configurable "common place" locations. 
Ability to search for an exit or mile marker. 
Ability to perform a coordinates search using either Lat/Lon or x,y coordinates. 
Ability to search for ESNs and associated response agencies. 

 Discrepancy Management 
Ability to create map discrepancies from active or previous calls, or create from scratch (ad-hoc). 
Ability to display map discrepancies for agent only, PSAP only and entire system. 
Ability to create ALI discrepancies from active or previous calls, or from scratch. 
Ability to display ALI discrepancies for agent only, PSAP only and entire system. 
 Map Navigation 



Ability to "grab" and move the map display around without changing the viewing scale (pan). 
Ability to measure distance and area using a variety of measure units (measure tool). 
Ability to zoom in and zoom out using either a preset or user-determined scale. 
Ability to quickly zoom to a predefined scale or manually enter a zoom scale . 
Ability to select a layer or multiple layers and view the "raw" GIS data in the database (identify 
tool). 
Ability to search the GIS data for information without needing pre-configured locators (find tool), 
Ability to scroll around the map in all directions (roam). 
Application must include a generalized, smaller-scale map (such as an overview map) that shows 
the limits of another map's extent along with its surrounding area. 
Ability to display an electronic legend of map layer symbology (Table of Contents). 

 Imagery 
Ability to access image catalogs to display aerial imagery, orthographical photos and other 
scanned images. 
  
 AVL, CAD and ENS Integration 
Ability to automatically display AVL and CAD events on one map or on several maps. 
Ability to provide emergency notification systems (ENS) operations directly from the map 
display. 
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